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Restorative Savasana 
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During the practice of Yoga Nidra we lie in the relaxation yoga pose 

called Savasana.

                                 is the yoga practice

to relax deep tension from asanas

– the yoga poses we work with in a

class. 

Savasana

The term is derived from two

Sanskrit roots; shava, meaning

"corpse", and asana meaning

"seat" or "posture".

It quietens the sympathetic

nervous system (Flight or Fight) to

allow the parasympathetic

nervous system (Rest & Digest) to

take effect. 

 

It relaxes the body from head to

toe and is a concentration exercise

for the body and mind.

The first written record of savasana is found in the classic yogic text, Hatha Yoga Pradipika:

“Lying down on the ground, like a corpse, is called savasana. It

removes fatigue and gives rest to the mind”. 
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Restorative
Savasana 
Set up guide 

We can set up our Savasana

position in a Restorative way,

which supports the body,

including the head, using props to

help the body relax even further,

reducing any other held tension

in the muscles.

We can work with the

Restorative Savasana set up

in the class using the

following props:

Bolster 

Blankets

Cushions

Pillows

Blocks

Books

Eye pillow

Scarf 

This can feel extremely
comfortable, allowing you to
fully relax and feel the benefits!

Savasana calms the brain and
helps relieve stress. It also
relaxes the body, reduces
headache, fatigue, and insomnia,
and helps to lower blood
pressure.
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Restorative Savasana 
Mat & Props set up 
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Blanket - laid over your mat, for comfort and warmth

Block - under the heels, if you find your heels 'dangling'

Block - under your head, if your front neck is over extended

Bolster - under the knees

Eye Pillow - placed over eyes
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Restorative Savasana 
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Alternative Props set up 

Book - under the heels, if you find your heels 'dangling'

Folded blanket - under your head 

Pillow  - under the knees

Folded light scarf  - placed over eyes

If you do not have yoga props, don't worry! You can use alternative
props around your home to help set up your rest nest to make you
even more comfortable. 



Restorative Savasana 
Using an Eye Pillow 
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Make a stack of
blocks/rolled
blanket/cushion and
place behind the
head.

Place one end of the
brick on the middle of
eyebrow on forehead.
Place the other end
on the blocks/rolled
blanket. 

An eye pillow can be
placed on forehead
and over eyes, either
on its own or with the
end of the brick on
top of it.

Using the eye pillow on the middle of the eyebrow and having a
gentle weight around the eyes can have a calming effect and
release forehead tension.
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Restorative Savasana 
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No Eye Pillow 

Make a stack of
blocks/rolled
blanket/cushion and
place behind the head.

Place one end of the
brick on the middle of
eyebrow on forehead.
Place the other end on
the blocks/rolled
blanket. 

Do try any other props such as books/cushions or and find what works
for you. 
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You can lie on your side, with your
legs bent at a right angle.
Place a small cushion/pillow
between your thighs to help
stabilise and keep your lower back
even (sacroiliac joint). 

You can place a bolster/pillow
under your knees to release any
pressure of your lower back
(lumbar region) 

Place one end of bolster or firm
pillow/s on top of blocks/books -
to create an angle.
Lay whole back of body over
pillow/s to elevate upper body.  

Lie on your side:

Lie on your back:

 
Elevate your upper body:

You want to feel comfortable and at ease
so do find  a comfortable position that's
right for you and use as many props to
help you, especially if you have any back
issues.
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Find
comfort! 

Make yourself warm with layers,
socks & blankets, as your body
temperature will drop, being in a
still position.
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Your Rest
Nest is

now all set
up for
Yoga
Nidra!
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See you on the mat!

I look forward to
helping you find

space to slow down
and rest at your

Yoga Nidra session!!
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